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ON THE CURVATURE TENSOR R;jkh OF C-REDUCIBLE
FINSLER SPACES

By MAKOTO MATSUMOTO AND CHOKo SHIBATA

In 1972 one of the authors introduced the notion of C-reducibility of Finsler space [5J.
We have interesting examples of C-reducible Finsler spaces of general dimension [5J and
it was shown [7J that the second curvature tensor Pijih and other important tenwrs of a
C-reducible Finsler space are of a special interesting form. But such an interesting form
of the third curvature tensor R;jkh is unknown yet.

The purpose of the present paper is to study C-reducible Finsler spaces under the as
sumption that Rijkh satisfies some special conditions.

The notations and terminologies are used the ones of the monograph [4]. The original
manuscript is prepared by C. Shibata with the advice and criticism of M. Matsumoto.

§ 1. Preliminaries

Let Fn be a Finsler space of dimension n with the fundamental function L (x, y), (y
=1:). We denote by gij(X, y) the fundamental tensor (,(PL2Ioyioyj) 12 and put hij=gij
li1j, where l;=oLloyi.

DEFINITION. A Finsler space Fn(n>2) is called C-reducible, if the torsion tensor Cijk
is of the form

(1. 1)

where C; is the torsion vector CijI:gik.
It is obvious from (1.1) that Ci=O is equivalent to Cijk=O (Riemannian) for a C-re

.ducible Finsler space.
The v-curvature tensor Sijhk of Fn is defined by

lt is shown [sJ that Sijhk of a C-reducible Finsler space is of the form

(1. 2)

where we put C;j= (PI2) h;j+C;Cj and P=gjkCjCk.
The h-curvature tensor R/ hi is defined by

R/"k= ((Jrr*/,,-G[a,.r*/,,) - (Ohr*/k-Ghra,.r*/k)

+C/r(O~hr-ohG{+GhsG:k-GksG:h)
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where F*/k, G/k and G[ are well-known quantities. On the other hand, the curvature
tensor Hihi of Berwald is defined by

where G/jk=chG/j. These curvature tensors are in the well-known relation [8J

Rijkk= (Hijkk - Hjikk) 12-grs (gir(klgjs(kl -gir(hlgjs(kl) 14,

where (k) denotes the covariant differentiation with respect to x k in the sense of Berw
aId. In terms of the covariant differentiation 'k in the sense of Cartan and I0 = ( Ik) yk,
it is written in the form

(1. 3)

§ 2. The h-curvature tensor of a C-reducible Finsler Spacei

A Finsler space is usually called a Landsberg space, if the condition Cijklo=O holds
good. Further, if the condition Cijk1h =0 is satisfied, then the space is called a Berwald
space. Theorem 1 of the paper [5J says that a C-reducible Landsberg space is a Berwald
space.

LEMMA. A C·reducible Finsler space is a Berwald space, if and only if the vector
Ci10 vanishes.

Proof: Referring to the equation hij1k=O, we obtain from (1. 1)

(2.1)

Therefore we see that Cijk1o=O is equivalent to Ci1o=O. Consequently the proof of
Lemma is complete.

Let us substitute from (2. 1) into (1. 3). Then the tensor R ijkk is written in the form

(2.2)

where H ik= (CiloCklo+ (p./2)hik) 1(n+ 1)2 and p.=CrIOCr\o'

THEOREM 1. If the h-curvature tensor R ijkh of a C-reducible Finsler space is equal to'
the Berwald curvature tensor Hijkh, then the space is a Beru'ald space, under the'
assumption that the space be of dimension n~4, and that for n=3 the metric be:
positivedefinite.

Proof: If Rijkh=Hijkh holds good, it follows from (2.2) and R,jkh= -Rjikk that

(2.3)

We contract this by gih to obtain

(2.4)
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and further contraction of (2.4) by gjlz leads us to p=O. Thus, if n64, we have CjIG•

=0 from (2.4). For n=3, we obtain the same result, if the quadratic form P.=gijOltr
Ci I (} is positive-definite. Consequently the space under consideration is a Berwald space
by means of Lemma.

Now we consider two special cases. The one is "isotropy" of a Finsler space and the
other is of R3-like. H. Akbar-Zadeh introduced the notion of isotropy to Finsler spaces·
[lJ and showed that the h-curvature tensor Rijhk of an isotropic Finsler space of dimen
sion n63 is written in the form

(2.5)

Further he proved that if R=I=O, then the v-curvature tensor Sijkk vanishes. Therefore,
if the distance function is symmetric, then the space is Riemannian by means of the well
known theorem due to F. Brickell. We shall show

THEOREM 2. If a C-reducible Finsler space is isotropic at every (x, y) and the scalar
R of (2. 5) does not vanish, then the space is Riemannian under the assumption as in
Theorem 1.

Proof: Suppose that a C-reducible Finsler space be isotropic at every (x, y) and the
scalar R do not vanish. It follows from Sijkh=O and (1. 2) that

(2.6)

The contraction of (2. 6) by gjk leads us to

and once more contraction by gih gives {3=0. Therefore we obtain Ci=O (Riemannian)
under the same assumption as in Theorem 1. Consequently the Theorem 2 is proved.

Next we are concerned with a C-reducible Finsler space with Rijkh=O, which is the
exceptional case in Theorem 2. We note that the tensor HUlk vanishes when the tensor
Rijkh does. Therefore, if Rijkk=O for a C-reducible Finsler space, it is seen from Theo-
rem 1 that the space is a Berwald space. Consequently we obtain

THEOREM 3. If the h-curvature tensor R ijkh of a C-reducible Finsler space vanishes,
then the space is (locally) Minkowski under the assumption as in Theorem 1-

Finally one of the authors showed [6J that the h·curvature tensor R ijkh is written In

the form

(2.7)

if the dimension is equal to three. Thus a Finsler space of dimension n (64) is called
R3-like, if the equation (2. 7) holds good. In the following we treat Finsler spaces with.
Rijlk of the form (2. 7). In virtue of (2. 7), we have

(2.8) Hijkh= (gi,.Ljh+gjhLik-gihLjk-gj,)..ih)

-2C{j(Y,)..rh - YhLrk) +Yka jLih - YhajLik.
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-Substituting (2.7) and (2.8) into (2. 2) we obtain

(2.9)

where we put

hi#jk+hjkHik-hikHjk-hj#iI.

+ (Kikj - Kjkihk- (Kiij - KjHhk=0,

If K;4j=0, then (2.9) is reduced to (2.3), EO that Cn.=O IS derived. Therefore by
Lemma and Theorem 1 we have

THEOREM 4. If the tensor R il, of a C-reducible Finsler space with R;jik of the form
(2. 7) satisfies the equation

then the space is a Berwald space under the assumption as in Theorem 1.

It is remarked that Ljh in (2.7) is not necessarily symmetric and the so-called Ricci
tensor Rjh is not necessarily so. The condition in Theorem 4 implies the symmetry
property of 8j Rii in i and k, so that Ra-Rij are functions of positions only.
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